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Greater Than launches full-featured SDK, integrating auto 
insurance solutions into existing app infrastructure 
 
Stockholm, August 18, 2020 - Greater Than, the insurtech and AI-based risk insight 
provider, opening up its SDK (Software Developer Kit) to offering insurance carriers 
and fleets access to full-stack app solutions and AI insight. The new offering 
unleashes ways to enable revenue growth and new business models.  
 
The SDK makes it possible to integrate services provided by Greater Than directly into other 
apps used, for example, by insurance carriers, car-sharing, or taxi fleets. Incumbents can 
now easily reach out and offer a broad branch of digital app solutions to delight customers, 
grow revenues, and push into new markets. 
 
"We're widening our scope and reinforcing our unique market position by reveling our SDK 
for the broader target group. We're working closely with large enterprises, and the SDK 
accessibility makes it possible for them to unlock valuable knowledge of customer behaviors 
and preferences, which is a high priority for future proof businesses", - says Liselott 
Johansson, CEO Greater Than 
 
With the use of the Enerfy Mobile Application SDK, Insurance carriers gain untapped benefits 
and insights. They can extend their offering in any current apps already on the market to 
liaises with the future-forward roadmap needed to enhance the end-user experience.  
 
The Enerfy Mobile Application SDK offers rapid development potential for iOS and Android 
platforms, without the need for any policy change or IT integration. The Enerfy Mobile 
Application SDK includes access to predictive risk insight, full-stack in-app based insurance 
solutions, dynamic pricing, loyalty programs, gamified driving assessments, dynamic pricing, 
CO2 emission control, and more full-services functions. 
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About Greater Than 

Greater Than has developed AI that price risk per vehicle in real-time, helping auto insurance 
carriers and automotive OEMs to reduce claims cost, support new business models, and 
enable behavioral-based pricing for new mobility. The company's flagship product Enerfy 
Global is a platform with over 480 white label solutions, including AI pricing, digital insurance, 
gamification, and driver influencing Apps. Greater Than partners with global insurance 
carriers and is the platform for the FIA competition, the FIA Smart Driving Challenge, the first 
global challenge in safe driving. Greater Than is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market. 
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